RNA folding and misfolding of the hammerhead ribozyme.
The hammerhead ribozyme undergoes a well-defined two-stage folding process induced by the sequential binding of two magnesium ions. These probably correspond to the formation of domain 2 (0-500 microM magnesium ions) and domain 1 (1-20 mM magnesium ions), respectively. In this study we have used fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) to analyze the ion-induced folding of a number of variants of the hammerhead ribozyme. We find that both A14G and G8U mutations are highly destabilizing, such that these species are essentially unfolded under all conditions. Thus they appear to be blocked in the first stage of the folding process, and using uranyl-induced photocleavage we show that the core is completely accessible to this probe under these conditions. Changes at G5 do not affect the first transition but appear to provide a blockage at the second stage of folding; this is true of changes in the sugar (removal of the 2'-hydroxyl group) and base (G5C mutation, previously studied by comparative gel electrophoresis). Arrest of folding at this intermediate stage leads to a pattern of uranyl-induced photocleavage that is changed from the wild-type, but suggests a structure less open than the A14G mutant. Specific photocleavage at G5 is found only in the wild-type sequence, suggesting that this ion-binding site is formed late in the folding process. In addition to folding that is blocked at selected stages, we have also observed misfolding. Thus the A13G mutation appears to result in the ion-induced formation of a novel tertiary structure.